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Adventure is Everywhere
We're happiest when we’re outside. While we may not 
be climbing peaks or braving arctic weather like the 
muskox every day, we do believe that difficult roads 
often lead to beautiful destinations. And whether that’s 
a short road down the street or a long road into the 
great wilderness, we’ll be there to support you. We 
exist to support adventure, the great outdoors, and 
make sure you have an unparalleled customer experi-
ence.
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Durable, Rugged, Survival
We are named after a rugged species that is uniquely qualified to survive the frigid climate and protect their 
community. Muskox thrive because they travel in herds, are graced with the warmest insulation in the animal 
kingdom, and they know when to stand up and band together as a herd. Like you, MuskOx is built to serve. 
While you’re out serving your community, your family, and your passions – our gear will be serving you.

Creating A More Sustainable Future
We carefully consider our manufacturing partners, fabrics, and packaging so you get the highest quality 
outdoor apparel with the lowest environmental impact. Because of our deep appreciation for nature, we are 
designed to make as small of an environmental impact as possible. Why? It’s simple — our future rests on the 
health of the outdoors. Thanks to our ethical and local manufacturing, smart fabric sourcing, environmentally 
sustainable packaging, and a strong financial contribution to wildlife conservation you can feel good about 
wearing a MuskOx flannel. Great gear that’s done the right way.
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Our production facility in Portugal develops best-in-class 100% cotton 
flannels. This vertically integrated factory sources cotton through the Better 
Cotton™ initiative and is certified through the Global Recycled Standard 
and Global Organic Textiles Standards. The campus occupies over 300,000 
M² and utilizes 7,250 solar panels for an annual self-consumption produc-
tion of 4,500 MWh, representing a saving of more than 20% in electricity 
consumption and a reduction of about 2,000 tons annual CO² emissions. 
They have planted over 1000 trees on their campus, and for context, their 
solar use has the equivalent impact of planting 15,000 trees annually.

Better Cotton™ is the world’s leading sustainability initiative for cotton with a mission to help cotton communities survive 
and thrive, while protecting and restoring the environment. With the help of our manufacturing partner, the cotton used in 
our 100% cotton flannels was sourced through the Better Cotton™ initiative. This is special and important to MuskOx 
because Better Cotton™ and the farmers they partner with work to promote biodiversity, water stewardship, soil health, fair 
& decent working pay and conditions, and an effective management system for farmers. Better Cotton™ is ISEAL compliant 
which supports ambitious sustainability systems and their partners to tackle the world’s most pressing challenges.

OUR FACTORY

OUR FABRIC
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The Relaxed Fit Flannel shirt is built for the man who wants a little extra space 
in the mid-section and shoulders to give you room to breathe while you work. 
Durable enough for your most extreme outdoor adventures, and comfortable 
enough for everyday wear.
- Two secure gusset chest pockets
- Shoulder darts for added mobility
- Locker loop
- Availbe in two options: Heavyweight 8.9 oz/sq yard & 8.2 oz/sq yard fabric,  
  Brushed exterior and interior
- Recycled Content Buttons

Fits Chest

Fits Waist

Body Length

Sleeve Length

S
34.5-37.5

36-39

29.5

35.5

M
38.5-41.5

40-43

30.25

36

L
42.5-45.5

44-47

31

36.5

XL
46.5-49.5

48-51

31.75

37.25

XXL
50.5-53.5

52-55

32.75

37.75

XXXL
54.5-57.5

56-59

33.5

38.5

The Relaxed Fit Flannel
in the mid-section and shoulders to give you room to breathe while you work. 
Durable enough for your most extreme outdoor adventures, and comfortable 
enough for everyday wear.
- Two secure gusset chest pockets
- Shoulder darts for added mobility
- Locker loop
- Availbe in two options: Heavyweight 8.9 oz/sq yard & 8.2 oz/sq yard fabric,  
  Brushed exterior and interior
- Recycled Content Buttons

The namesake flannel of Yukon, a resident muskox at the Alaska Wildlife 
Conservation Center. This flannel embodies the strength and warmth of 
Yukon's two-layered coat as we constructed it out of heavyweight 100% 
cotton flannel. This rugged flannel jacket has a soft brushed interior, you won't 
have to sacrifice comfort for durability.
- Two secure chest and side seam pockets
- Locker loop
- 8.7oz, 100% cotton flannel, Brushed exterior and interior
- Recycled Content Buttons

Fits Chest
Fits Waist

Body Length
Sleeve Length

S
34-37
32-35
29.5
36

M
38-41
36-39
30.25
36.5

L
42-45
40-43

31
37

XL
46-49
44-47
31.75
37.75

XXL
50-53
48-51
32.75
38.5

XXXL
54-57
52-55
33.5
39

The namesake flannel of 

Yukon's two-layered coat as we constructed it out of heavyweight 100% 

The Grand Flannel and Field Grand Flannel are our best selling flannel shirts, 
made with 100% cotton flannel. Durable enough for your most extreme 
outdoor adventures, and comfortable enough for everyday wear. Featuring a 
soft double brushed finish so you never have to sacrifice comfort for strength.
- Two secure chest pockets
- Locker loop
- Grand: Heavyweight 8.9 oz/sq yard fabric, Brushed exterior and interior
- Field Grand: Heavyweight 8.2 oz/sq yard fabric, Brushed exterior and interior
- Recycled Content Buttons

Fits Chest
Fits Waist

Body Length
Sleeve Length

S
34-37
32-35
29.5
35.5

M
38-41
36-39
30.25

36

L
42-45
40-43

31
36.5

XL
46-49
44-47
31.75
37.25

XXL
50-53
48-51
32.75
37.75

XXXL
54-57
52-55
33.5
38.5



CORE - available now
MUSKOX



THE GRAND FLANNEL, CHECKERED BLUE
OXM19W002-406

100% Cotton | S-XXXL
available now

$134 | $60

THE GRAND FLANNEL, BURGUNDY
OXM19W003-601

100% Cotton | S-XXXL
available now

$134 | $60
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THE GRAND FLANNEL, MOSS
OXM19W001-340

100% Cotton | S-XXXL
available now

$134 | $60

THE GRAND FLANNEL, STEEL GREY
OXM19W004-031

100% Cotton | S-XXXL
available now

$134 | $60
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THE RELAXED FLANNEL, MOSS
OXM22W016-340

100% Cotton | S-XXXL
available now

$134 | $60

THE RELAXED FLANNEL, BURGUNDY
OXM22W015-601

100% Cotton | S-XXXL
available now

$134 | $60
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FALL - available 8/1
MUSKOX



THE GRAND FLANNEL, DARK BLUE
OXM22W010-402

100% Cotton | S-XXXL
Available  8/1

$134 | $67

THE GRAND FLANNEL, CINNAMON
OXM22W014-211

100% Cotton | S-XXXL
Available  8/1

$134 | $67
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THE FIELD GRAND FLANNEL, BRICK
OXM22W006-604

100% Cotton | S-XXXL
Available  8/1

$134 | $67

THE FIELD GRAND FLANNEL, PECAN
OXM22W007-212

100% Cotton | S-XXXL
Available  8/1

$134 | $67

THE FIELD GRAND FLANNEL, BRICK
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THE RELAXED FLANNEL, PECAN
OXM23W006-212

100% Cotton | S-XXXL
Available  8/1

$134 | $67
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HOLIDAY - available 10/1
MUSKOX



THE GRAND FLANNEL, NAVY PLAID
OXM21W002-410

100% Cotton | S-XXXL
Available  10/1

$134 | $67

THE GRAND FLANNEL, SALMON
OXM22W012-660

100% Cotton | S-XXXL
Available  10/1

$134 | $67
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THE YUKON SHIRT JACKET, BURGUNDY
OXM22W002-601

100% Cotton | S-XXXL
Available  10/1

$168 | $84

THE FIELD GRAND FLANNEL, RED
OXM22W008-600

100% Cotton | S-XXXL
Available  10/1

$134 | $67
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THE YUKON SHIRT JACKET, NAVY
OXM22W001-410

100% Cotton | S-XXXL
Available  10/1

$168 | $84
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THE YUKON SHIRT JACKET, NAVY



For sales inquiries please contact:
Sydney Carpenter
wholesale@gomuskox.com


